
       

1.  Teams will form their lineup and hand it in to the freezekeeper.    Both teams must hand in their 
lineups before taking the seats.   

2.  Freeze quiz will begin as a normal round with normal jumping.  Correct questions are worth 20 points 
and bonus questions are worth 10 points.    

3.  If a quizzer jumps and answers a question correctly then they get to “freeze” the quizzer on the other 
team sitting on the same numbered seat as them.  The quizzer then can point at the quizzer across from 
them and say “Freeze”, causing the quizzer to be frozen in place. (example – Jane is on seat 2 and 

answers a question correctly.   Joe is sitting on seat 2 across from her.   When Jane points at Joe and 
announces “Freeze” then Joe must freeze, not moving or saying anything except for answering bonus 
questions).  The quizzer will remain frozen until unfrozen by a teammate or until the 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th

question etc.    Unfreezing will be explained below.   

4.   If a quizzer jumps and answers a question incorrectly then they quizmaster instead of calling them 
incorrect will point to the quizzer and say “Freeze”, freezing them in place for 3 questions.   

5.  A quizzer may be frozen while standing or sitting.   A quizzer’s light will be turned off if they are 

frozen while not on their seat.

6.  A quizzer who answers a question correctly has two options.    They may choose to unfreeze one of 
their teammates who is frozen or they may instead freeze the quizzer on the other team on the same 
numbered seat.  

7.  Quizzers who are frozen may not move at all and may not speak except when answering bonus 
questions.   Frozen quizzers may still answer bonus questions.  A quizzer who moves or speaks while 
frozen will cause their team to lose 10 points.

8.   After every 5 questions all quizzers on both teams will be unfrozen.  After every 10 questions each 
team can then secretly turn in a new lineup for their team.   

9.  Quizzers will quiz out after getting 4 questions correct.   Quizzers will error out after receiving 3

errors.    Quizzers who quiz out or error out will leave the seats and cannot answer bonus questions.

10.  Any fouls will cause a quizzer to be frozen for 3 questions and their team to lose 10 points.

11.  The team who has the highest score at the end of freeze quiz will receive a candy bar.   The losing 
team will receive ice cubes.   
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